How to not to die at Burning Man

by DUKE ADE

I have been going to the gritty dirt camp of Burning Man for years. I've done almost everything you can do at Burning Man and I mean everything. I've seen it from the inside and out. From the inside, it's beautiful. From the outside, it's terrifying. But that's what makes it such a great experience. You can't help but fall in love with the place. I mean, who doesn't like a big party in the desert?

But Burning Man is not just about having fun. It's about pushing your limits. About being brave. About taking risks. And sometimes, those risks can backfire. So, how do you survive Burning Man? Here are some tips to help you make it through without getting yourself killed.

1. **Get off your lawn!**

   **by JUPITER KITLIN**

   Burning Man is a place where you can do anything. Well, almost anything. There are some things you definitely shouldn't do. Like riding a white scooter around the playas. That's asking for trouble. But you can do anything else. So, get off your lawn and have some fun.

2. **Sex in BRC? Ask a playasexpert.**

   **by STEPHEN THEAMEP**

   Sex is a big part of Burning Man. It's a chance to break away from the traditional boundaries of society and explore your desires. But it's not just about pleasure. It's also about the connection. So, if you want to have sex at Burning Man, make sure you talk to an expert. They'll help you make the most of your experience.

3. **Remembering Larry**

   **continued from page 1**

   Larry, aka Peabody Senior, was involved in 1832 at the age of 18. He was a member of the Young Men's Reform Club and he was a big supporter of the movement for women's rights. He was well-known for his strong antique collecting skills and he is remembered as a pioneer in the field of antique collecting.

4. **What the heck?!?**

   **by ZIZZ & KODDIE BITCH**

   Burning at the last minute:

   **by GREG WHITLOW**

   Last year, right before all my friends were leaving town for Burning Man, I started to panic. I was going to be alone at Burning Man. I didn't have a ticket. I didn't have a place to stay. I didn't have anything. I was going to be stranded. But then I thought about it and I realized that I still had a few days to get a ticket. So, I went online and I found a ticket. And I bought it. And I went to Burning Man. And it was amazing. I had a great time. I met a lot of great people. It was the best experience of my life. So, if you're going to Burning Man, don't panic. Just think about it and you'll be fine.

5. **Top 10 Instagram Spots in BRC**

   **by CREEW BLOX**

   BRC is full of amazing Instagram spots. Here are the top 10:

   1. The Man, the symbol of Burning Man
   2. The Temple, the heart of Burning Man
   3. The Playa, the heartbeat of Burning Man
   4. The Man in the Shade, the symbol of Burning Man
   5. The Temple of Honor, the symbol of Burning Man
   6. The Man in the Desert, the symbol of Burning Man
   7. The Temple of Silence, the symbol of Burning Man
   8. The Playa, the symbol of Burning Man
   9. The Temple of Light, the symbol of Burning Man
   10. The Man in the Shadow, the symbol of Burning Man

6. **Reflecting on Burning Man**

   **by JENNA ROSS**

   I have been going to Burning Man for years. It's an amazing experience. But it's also a lot of hard work. You have to work hard to get there. You have to work hard to survive. But it's all worth it. I love Burning Man. I can't wait to go back next year.